Our previous work estimated the expected out-of-band (OOB) flare contribution at the wafer level assuming that there is a given amount of OOB at the collector focus. We found that the OOB effects are wavelength, resist, and pattern dependent. In this paper, results from rigorous patterning evaluation of multiple OOB-exposed resists using the SEMATECH Berkeley 0.3-NA MET are presented. A controlled amount of OOB is applied to the resist films before patterning is completed with the MET. LER and process performance above and at the resolution limit and at the resolution limits are evaluated and presented. The results typically show a negative impact on LER and process performance after the OOB exposures except in the case of one resist formulation, performance improvement was observed.
INTRODUCTION
Plasmas have temperature gradients that produce numerous excited states which radiate into a large range of wavelengths. Extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL) systems will use incoherent, tin based plasma light sources for the 13.5 nm illumination with a 2% bandwidth. The high reflectivity, Mo-Si multilayer coated optics that are necessary for band selection in EUVL systems have also been shown to be efficient reflectors for longer wavelengths [1] [2] [3] . The calculated reflectivity for a Mo-Si multilayer (40 layer pairs) and the reflectivity of the Ruthenium capping layer is given in Fig. 1 for near normal incidence, 5°. It is shown that these multilayer coatings have high reflectivity for wavelengths greater than 150nm.
In addition to the high reflectivity of the multilayer optics at long wavelengths, the resists that have been developed for EUVL typically utilize constituents that can be sensitized by ultraviolet/deep ultraviolet (UV/DUV) exposures. Some of the EUV resists that are currently being utilized for patterning studies have been shown to be many times more sensitive to specific wavelengths in the 150-300nm DUV/UV region as compared to the sensitivity at 13.5nm [4] . This is of significant concern since the tin plasma based EUV light sources are known to produce quantifiable emission in this region along with the required source bandwidth. Moreover, a part of these additional emissions from the source can be collected and transmitted to the wafer level resulting in the unwanted background exposure of the resists (flare) resulting in reduced image contrast when patterning. In this paper, we use out-of-band (OOB) to refer to only those wavelengths that the resists are most sensitive to and this is the region between 150nm-300nm. The effective flare contribution from OOB, in addition to the flare resulting from the low spatial frequency roughness scatter of the optics, is expected to be significant.
Our previous work outlined a simple method for estimating the expected OOB flare contribution at the wafer level by assuming that there is a given amount of OOB at the collector focus. By taking into account resist sensitivities for a single resist at certain key wavelengths, we found the flare contribution to be approximately 4-5%. Further details on these calculations can be found in reference [5] . With further modeling, we found that the OOB effects are wavelength, resist, and pattern dependent. A brief overview of these results is presented in the following section. In this paper, we focus on the data collected from the rigorous resist patterning studies on multiple EUV resists using the SEMATECH Berkeley 0.3-NA MET [6] and controlled amounts of OOB radiation. Detailed process evaluation on the impact of selected OOB radiation, above and below the resolution limit, on two champion EUV resists is presented. Figure 1 . (Left) figure shows the near normal incidence reflectivity (5°) for Ru and for a standard Ru capped Mo/Si multilayer. The reflectivity was calculated using optical constants from the Handbook of Optical Constants of Solids [2, 3] (Data courtesy of Dr. Eric Gullikson).
OOB RELATED FLARE ESTIMATIONS AT THE IMAGE PLANE
A simple method for estimating DUV/UV contribution from sources in addition to the EUV dose at the image plane was outlined previously [5] . Resist dependant flare was calculated with supplier provided OOB wavelength-specific resist sensitivity values as compared to the published absolute EUV sensitivity [7] for a resist. This particular resist was more sensitive to 157-nm radiation than other wavelengths. The effective flare was calculated by dividing the 100-400 nm region into four bands. A summary of the results is provided in Table 1 . The starting point for all calculations is the collector focal point of the lithography exposure optical system called the intermediate focus [8] .
ADT flare test features modeled as a benchmark
In the previous calculations, flare from OOB is treated as a uniform background (DC) problem. This was believed to be less accurate, since the shorter wavelengths in the DUV can image the large features on the mask. Furthermore, it can be expected that the effective flare and the resulting contrast loss for patterning may vary with feature types, sizes, density, and with the tone of the mask. In order to evaluate such effects, a simple in-house developed, two dimensional point spread function (PSF) model is utilized.
To benchmark the modeling methodology, mask features that were used in a set of measurements completed at the ASML alpha demo tool (ADT) to estimate OOB is used [9] . For these measurements, varying number of reflections from reticle masking blades were used while imaging a circular absorber post of 200-nm diameter surrounded by a bright area on the mask. The diameter of the bright area was varied, while the absorber diameter was kept constant. It was found that the contributions from flare increased for larger bright area diameters. The measurements led to the estimate that there is approximately 4% OOB radiation at the image plane. The two dimensional modeling methodology was also verified against rigorous three dimensional vector modeling using Panoramic's EM-Suite software [10] demonstrating good agreement between the two methods.
The results from the calculations using the same mask features and exposure system parameters are given in Fig. 2 . Details of the modeling methods can be found in reference [11] . A saturation effect is found as the bright areas become much larger than the 200-nm post feature as was observed in the measurements. The Kirk type measurement used here is believed to give a first order approximation of the effective flare on features resulting from the resist sensitive wavelengths reaching the wafer plane. It is worth noting that these values are estimated based on one set of resist parameters and neglecting any other effects such as mask scattering, changes in absorber reflectivity, diffraction effects, pitch dependencies, etc. Since all of the aerial image simulations are completed in image space and since these features are much larger in comparison to the critical dimensions required, it is expected that we maybe underestimating the flare effects. The next section outlines results for several critical dimension mask features using the same methodology.
Feature specific flare estimates with the 2D model
In the same way that was described before, feature specific evaluations are completed for flare effects at the 22-nm half pitch. Absorber effects are examined for brightfield and darkfield masks with isolated and dense, line and contact features. Typical production type system parameters with 0.32-NA, 0.5σ conventional illumination are used. Figure 3 gives examples of the mask types for the 22-nm line/space CD. Significant differences in contrast are observed between the bright and dark masks for the same line width. Some mitigation of flare with darkfield masks is seen with an isolated feature. Dense features show proximity effects and drastic variations in contrast depending on the feature types. The impact on 2D features like contacts are much stronger than the lines and spaces only patterns as can be seen from Fig. 4 . 3D calculations using commercially available EM-Suite that account for diffraction effects and 3D effects did not show significant differences from the method that is used here. 
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Mask Aerial Image Figure 3 . OOB effects over EUV imaging for a 22nm, isolated bright and dark line. Intensity profiles show differences in the two cases . The flare calculated for an 11mirror system is shown on the left, much more on the data is in reference [11] . 
OOB EXPOSURES AT THE MICRO-EXPOSURE TOOL
All of the resist patterning is completed with the SEMATECH Berkeley 0.3 NA, EUV micro-field exposure tool (MET) installed at the Advanced Light Source synchrotron facility at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. The MET uses spectrally pure, debris-free, undulator radiation as the source of EUV radiation. The programmable coherence illumination capabilities provide imaging down to 12 nm. Details on the MET can be found in the literature [6] . The OOB imaging studies were completed by pre-exposing resists coated on a 4-inch wafer, with an external DUV/UV source of sufficient brightness and uniformity.
Out-of-Band Exposure Methods
The source used for these studies is the Energetiq LDLS source [12] . Figure 5 shows the mechanical design completed for incorporating the source into the MET. Optical design was completed using ZEMAX and toroidal mirrors are utilized for light collection and beam shaping. The DUV light source is currently set-up as shown in Fig. 5 on an optical bench and radiation is focused onto resist films coated on 4-inch wafers. The calibrated, spectral distribution from this source for available wavelengths of interest to this study is shown in Fig. 6 (left) for a 1 mm aperture at the source output. The measured power output at the two key resist sensitive wavelengths of 193 nm and 248 nm are 0.04 mW/nm and 0.09 mW/nm, respectively. Wavelength selection for the exposures is implemented with filters obtained from Acton Optics & Coatings [13] . These filters have approximately 24 nm of FWHM bandpass (Fig. 6, right) . Filters are aligned into the optical path and interchanged using a fly wheel. With this configuration, controlled resist exposures can be completed with three illuminations; the 193 nm band, the 248 nm band, and in the broadband. For exposures, the DUV beam is collected, focused, and apertured to a uniform 8mm × 10mm area. An SXUV IRD photodiode [14] with an active area of 10mm ×10mm is used for dose measurements. Close to linear responsivity of this photodiode to the DUV wavelengths makes it ideal for these measurements. Dose measurements are taken prior to each exposure to monitor any possible changes. The resist coated wafer is aligned to the DUV beam inside a high purity Nitrogen purged chamber and exposed. The exposed wafer is removed and placed into a desiccator and vacuum sealed for transport to the MET. Care is taken to minimize any contact of the samples to non-clean room environment after DUV exposures. EUV patterning is completed over the DUV exposed area on the wafer with keeping all other process conditions as similar as possible. 
Resist Exposures
A number of high resolution, chemically amplified EUV resists, that are typically used as baseline resists for the MET, were tested for these studies. Two of these resists, BBR08A and BBR08B, were tested multiple times for repeatability. For most tests, the OOB exposure is limited to nominally 10% of the EUV dose required for clearing the pattern of interest for a given resist. For these studies we chose the EUV dose to clear 50-nm half-pitch lines and spaces, since this is well above the resolution limit of these resists. All experiments shown here are completed with the MET baseline illumination; annular with 0.35/0.55 sigma. Standard resist process conditions prescribed for EUV exposures are used for all of the samples. The film thickness used for both resists is 50 nm. BBR08A was coated on Hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) primed Silicon wafer for results given in this paper. BBR08B was evaluated on HMDS as well as on a bottom anti-reflective coating (BARC) that is typically used for studies at the MET. A 40-nm BARC coating was applied. Measurement results comparing the 193 nm band, 248 nm band, and the broadband illumination related performance effects for both resist are given in the following section.
RESULTS: OOB EXPOSURE EFFECTS ON EUV RESISTS
The exposed and developed resist patterns are imaged using the Hitachi ultra-high resolution field emission scanning electron microscope model S-4800 [15] . SEM images of 50-nm half-pitch vertical lines was collected for a number of exposure steps through focus. Smaller half-pitch data was also collected as needed. Detailed image analysis of process performance and line edge roughness (LER) measurements are completed with the commercially available software, SuMMIT [16] .
Error baseline for the MET patterning studies
To make sure that what is observed is real and beyond shot-to-shot process noise, we compiled data for multiple wafer printing over an 8-hour period for BBR08A. Using the image data through focus and dose for five patterned wafers, the measurement uncertainty on exposure latitude and LER is determined. The exposure latitudes generated from the dosefocus matrix is given in Fig. 7 . The dose variation is approximately 6%, 3-sigma LER variation is 0.3 nm, and focus changes can be between 50 nm and 100 nm for wafer to wafer patterning and process. If the changes in patterning that are observed with OOB exposures are greater, then it can be considered as real. From this data set, we find that the dose variation is approximately 6%, 3-sigma LER variation is 0.3nm, and focus changes can be between 50nm and 100nm, though the absolute change depth of focus (DOF) is found to be only 40nm.
OOB effects on BBR08A
The resist coated films are taken out of the amine filtered environment in order to complete the OOB exposures before patterning with MET, for these studies. For that reason, the patterning on a resist film that was exposed only to the OOB environment for the duration of a typical a wafer exposure experiments was compared to the standard EUV only patterning results. Figure 8 compares focus-exposure data collected for resist patterns on these two wafers. No major changes are observed; iso-focal dose is the same in both cases, EL computed is well within the 6% error bar, a focus shift of 50 nm is observed (within the expected uncertainty), and the averaged LER computed for the best area of the process window shows a difference of 0.22 nm between the two wafers (again smaller than the uncertainty), leading to the conclusion that for this resist, the environment is not a concern. Process window and LER data for EUV only patterning is compared to the broadband exposure on BBR08A in Fig. 9 .
Resist photospeed appears to be impacted. The collected data appears to be overdosed. The LER corresponding to the best process area is increased by more than a nanometer. We find the 193 nm and 248 nm illumination to give similar results in the case of this resist. The impact on LER is much more significant near the resolution limit as can be seen from Fig. 10 . Figure 9 . Process map and LER measurements corresponding to the process data is shown for EUV only patterning (left) and broadband exposed patterns (right) for BBR08A. LER performance is significantly worse and changes in photospeed is seen. 
OOB effects on BBR08B
The same measurement methodology was repeated for BBR08B. 50-nm half-pitch line and space process performance is compared for the UV exposure environment vs standard conditions (Fig. 11) . Differences observed are within the quantified error bars for all process metrics. Figure 12 . Through focus and dose process distribution for standard EUV patterning (left) vs. OOB exposure environment exposed resist film (right). Results show only differences within the quantified error bar for all process metrics. Figure 12 shows the corresponding LER through focus An average LER of 4.0 nm was found for 10% OOB exposure, while the EUV only patterning gave an average LER of 4.6 nm. The reason behind the improved process is not understood at this time. Further examination of the resolution performance ( Fig. 13) is needed as well. Rigorous examination of the induced chemical changes in the film as a result of UV exposure needs to be better understood. Figure 13 . 3σ LER measurements corresponding to the data shown in figure 10 is given. (Left) EUV only imaging, (Right) EUV patterning over a broadband illumination dose of 1mJ/cm 2 , average LER of 5.2nm was found for the best conditions for the 28nm half-pitch close to the resolution limit.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, an overview of the previous works for the first order estimation of the effective flare from the resist sensitive OOB wavelengths is given. We show that the OOB-related flare is resist specific due to wavelength sensitivity. The true impact of OOB on mask is shown to vary with pattern size, shape, density, mask tone, and absorber characteristics.
Results from the first set of controlled OOB experiments are also presented. The results show an impact on LER and on process performance. One of the resists evaluated is shown to have an improved process performance. Possible chemical changes induced by VUV light may involve the removal of lactone and ester groups in the resist and changes in the glass transition temperature induced by VUV heating. Efforts are underway for a more rigorous and complete experimental evaluation of multiple resists.
